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How to Use This Guide
As the COVID-19 pandemic begins to loosen its grip, businesses are faced
with the daunting task of moving forward after a year+-long disruption
to how we do business. With an overwhelming amount of information
available, business leaders are often too busy with the important day-today work of running their business to sift through piles of information to
strategically determine the best way to move forward.
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As a service to our members, the Rockford Chamber has developed this
Recovery Guide to offer leaders a quick, easy to skim outline of vetted
articles and resources that could be impactful in decision making.

Each article has been summarized for leaders to quickly decide if the
article is of interest and relevant to their current decision making process.
We have identified the target audience for the article as well as estimated
the total time needed to digest the information. Our goal is to have done
the heavy lifting – the Googling, the reading, the summarizing – so our
members can quickly find information that’s important and impactful to
their strategic decision making.

This is just one way our Chamber serves our business community. As a trusted partner, you can count on
the Rockford Chamber to provide you with information that’s both informative and actionable, fully vetted,
and relevant to your business. We are proud of the ways in which we serve the business community and look
forward to a vibrant recovery in the Rockford region.
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If there’s any way we can help your business succeed in a post-pandemic world, please connect.
Wishing you continued success,

Caitlin Pusateri
Executive Vice President, Rockford Chamber of Commerce
815.316.4337 | cpusateri@rockfordchamber.com
Rockford Chamber of Commerce Mission: Leading Business Growth.
The Rockford Chamber of Commerce delivers benefit to the community by leading in the promotion of
economic growth, advocating for the interests of business, and providing service and educational opportunities
that help our members grow.
The COVID Recovery Guide is organized by sections to help users quickly move through the document to find information relevant to
their needs. Resources are then organized by subtopic (large headers) and include a summary to allow users to quickly understand
what the resource covers before diving in. Each resource includes an estimated read time as well as an audience recommendation.
You can quickly understand length and audience using our easy-to-understand legend:
Estimated Read Time:

>5 Min
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Suggested Audience:

5-10 Min

10 Min+
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Health
& Wellness
While COVID-19 has been weaved into the fabric of our daily lives for over a year now,
questions regarding health and wellness are still important to address. Accurate and
reliable information based in science will continue to be important weapons in the fight
against the disease and a large step toward recovery.

Leading
Business
Recovery:

Below are links to reputable sites and articles that can be helpful in your organization’s
mission to educate your employee base, answer questions, or find information helpful to
you when making decisions.

Basic Information on COVID-19

Sure, COVID-19 has been a part of our lives for more than a year, but how exactly does it spread? The CDC
provides more information in a short summary.
READ THIS RESOURCE
With the onset of higher vaccine rates, the rules on quarantining after close contact have shifted. The CDC

offers current
guidelines on Guide
quarantining
well asRockford,
a definition of close
contact.
A Curated
Resource
foras the
IL Business
Community
READ THIS RESOURCE
for Intentional & Strategic Recovery Post-COVID-19 Pandemic

What is V-Safe & why should I register? V-safe is a smartphone-based tool that uses text messaging and web
surveys to provide personalized health check-ins after you receive a COVID-19 vaccine. Through v-safe, you
can quickly tell CDC if you have any side effects after getting a COVID-19 vaccine. This resource explains
V-safe as well as provides instructions for use.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Information about Vaccines:
Vaccine eligibility is now available to anyone 16 years of age or older. To receive a vaccine, you must register
for an appointment – no walk-ins are currently available. This resource outlines the vaccine registration
process as well as a registration link for Winnebago County.
READ THIS RESOURCE

I have not decided if vaccination is the right choice for me and
would like more information on my options.
Vaccination, while recommended by the CDC, is a personal decision – albeit, one that has an impact on
others. Information on how the vaccine works can be helpful when making a vaccination decision.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Information on how mRNA (Pfizer & Moderna) vaccines work
READ THIS RESOURCE
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& Wellness
Information on how viral vector (Johnson & Johnson) vaccines
work
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READ THIS RESOURCE

I’m fully vaccinated! Now what?

Image from CDC Outlining What People Fully Vaccinated Can and Cannot Do

READ THIS RESOURCE

Dive a little deeper – more information on what people who have been vaccinated can and cannot safely do.
READ THIS RESOURCE

I am vaccinated but have loved ones/co-workers/friends who
are against the vaccine. How do I talk with them in a positive,
constructive way?
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Difficult conversation are just that – difficult. In today’s highly politicized world, having meaningful discussions
about important topics, including the COVID-19 vaccination, can require more forethought and intentionality
to ensure relationships aren’t damaged, when possible, and people feel respected and heard. This article
breaks down how to connect with someone who is hesitant or against the vaccine in a productive way.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Change can be scary and can result in a lot of questions. New vaccines are no different. If you’re talking with
someone who is vaccine-hesitant or against getting the vaccine and would like to have a conversation built
upon listening, this CDC resource could be a great guide to help walk you through the process.
READ THIS RESOURCE

What could the impact be if a large number of Americans refuse
to get vaccinated against COVID-19?
Researchers outline the impact vaccine refusal as well as the inability for children to be vaccinated at this
time on the possibility of herd immunity.
READ THIS RESOURCE

I’ve heard that vaccines can cause fertility issues, COVID-19 or
alter my DNA, among other things. What’s fact and what’s myth?
The CDC breaks down and explains common facts & myths regarding the COVID-19 vaccines.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Now that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has authorized vaccines for COVID-19, and their distribution
has begun, Lisa Maragakis, M.D., M.P.H., senior director of infection prevention at the Johns Hopkins Health
System, and Gabor Kelen, M.D., director of the Johns Hopkins Office of Critical Event Preparedness and
Response, review some common myths circulating about the vaccine and clear up confusion with reliable
facts.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Human Resources
& Operations
COVID-29 has created new Human Resource, Operations, and Legal challenges for
organizations to navigate. While we highly suggest you work directly with legal counsel
on specific matters happening in your workplace, below are resources that can start your
conversations, provide broad overviews or direct you to further information as you navigate
HR & Operational procedures amid recovery.

Leading
Business
Recovery:

General HR & Operations Guidance
SHRM provides an easy to utilize, broad based overview for frequently asked HR questions as they relate to
COVID-19 practices. Great to get your thinking started, check out this resource to understand broad-based
FAQs you may be facing in your own organization.
READ THIS RESOURCE
The multitude of patchwork re-opening plans across the country has created confusion for employers on
how to effectively and safely open their businesses in light of the ongoing pandemic. This presentation
will provide some guidance for businesses looking to re-open and/or reintegrate in person operations and
specifically focus on the latest guidance from local, state & federal government including information on
multiple HR & Operation topics.
READ THIS RESOURCE

A Curated Resource Guide for the Rockford, IL Business Community
for Intentional & Strategic Recovery Post-COVID-19 Pandemic

COVID-19 will have imprinted lasting changes in our organizations. Companies are faced with new trends
and new ways of operating that may bring new challenges.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Vaccine Guidelines
As vaccines become more readily available and eligibility becomes more wide spread, employers are faced
with a multitude of decisions as it relates to how they protect and manage their workforce. Questions
like if a vaccine can be mandated are important discussions to have with appropriate legal counsel to
ensure compliance for your specific organization, but this article dives into general vaccine thoughts from
an employer point of view.
READ THIS RESOURCE
This visual guide helps both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals better understand when they are safest
to wear a mask (or when they can go without) as well as the risk level of particular activities – both indoors
and outdoors.
READ THIS RESOURCE
The world of travel came to a grinding halt as COVID-19 took over our world. As things begin to re-open,
different companies, states, counties, events – you name it – will have different requirements. Employers
need to examine their policies and procedures for employees who travel as part of their job requirements to
ensure they are acting within the law.
READ THIS RESOURCE

COVID Recovery Guide
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Human Resources
& Operations
Summary from US Chamber: As vaccines against COVID-19 become available, many employers are trying
to decide what role they can or should take in getting their employees vaccinated. Many employers are
interested in protecting their employees, their employees’ families, and their customers as well as increasing
the number of vaccinated people to accelerate “herd immunity.” Included in this PDF are some questions
employers may be asking along with excerpts from Equal Employment Opportunity Commission guidance
concerning COVID-19 vaccinations.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Re-evaluating Consumer Behavior & Trends

While the way we work has undoubtedly changed, the way we consume has also shifted dramatically. Many
organizations have adapted quickly to the changing landscape and altered business models to reflect new
needs from consumers. But what will stick and what will go in post-pandemic life? While no one has a crystal
ball, this interactive webpage shows some data trends and allows you to test your thoughts.
READ THIS RESOURCE

While the shift from 2020-2021 sometimes only feels like a new haircut in which you decided to get bangs,
there have been noticeable shifts in the way we’ve worked and moved forward. It’s important to look back
and see how far we’ve come as well as identify things that will continue to shift, trends that will stick and
new opportunities ahead.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Summary from HBR.org: To plan for a post-pandemic world, businesses must understand what your
stakeholders’ behaviors will look like after the pandemic. Some behaviors will return to their pre-crisis state;
others will be transformed; and others will disappear entirely. Drawing on research into habit formation,
technology adoption and behavioral economics, the authors offer a framework to help companies make
reasonable predictions on what happens next.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Estimated Read Time:

>5 Min
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Workforce & Workplace
of the Future
The world as we knew it pre-COVID-19 simply doesn’t exist anymore. With the increase
in remote work, virtual learning, and online meetings, traditional norms have been thrown
out the window. No longer is it assumed that talent will require (or want) office space with
a desk. With the increase of remote work, employers have an increased talent pool from
which to recruit from – location is (potentially) no longer a factor. Employees and employers
are now faced with new opportunities, new challenges and new ways to be strategic. Rather
than simply try to revert to the “way things were before,” successful companies will take
this moment to reposition themselves, re-evaluate and create an intention plan for the
workforce and workplace of the future.

Leading
Business
Recovery:

Below are links to reputable sites and articles that can be helpful in your organization’s
work to attract and retain talent, design a workplace and workforce that is intentional in all
ways, and think strategically about your organization’s future.

Where Do
We Go Guide
From Here…
A Curated
Resource
for the Strategically?
Rockford, IL Business Community
Priorities, employee wants, strategic needs – they’ve all changed. PwC’s Workforce Pulse Survey from late
for March
Intentional
& Strategic
Post-COVID-19
Pandemic
2021 highlights
top findings as Recovery
they relate to workforce
wants going forward.
Complete with great data
and key takeaways, this resource breaks down new trends nicely.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Intentional, strategic decisions will be what makes or breaks an organization post-pandemic. While there
has been much upheaval, chaos and uncertainty in the last year+, many organizations are facing the
opportunity to be intentional in how they rebound and recover. Traditional ways things have always been
done are no longer true, freeing up organizations from old constraints and offering a newfound sense of
possibility. PwC offers a strategic road map with short and long term goals to help companies move forward
in this resource.
READ THIS RESOURCE
The pandemic will not “end” on a certain date – it will impact the way we live, work, learn and play for years
(if not longer) to come. Organizations need strategies and road maps that help them pave the way to the new
normal. Deloitte provides the following resources that are helpful for big-picture thinking and include action
items, check lists and timelines to streamline the process. The resource provides a report as well as a useable
workbook (both PDF links included on the website for free access).
READ THIS RESOURCE

Returning to Work & Remote Work
For many, returning to the office will involve a hybrid or flexible approach. But, for others, in-office work
will, once again, be the norm based on job needs and responsibilities or organizational culture. How you
approach the return to work matters. This article offers advice to help set up organizations who are returning
to in-person work up for success.
READ THIS RESOURCE

COVID Recovery Guide
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Workforce & Workplace
of the Future
This brief article outlines some of the benefits of remote work and touches on the future of “hybrid” work. A
quick read that is high level and easy to digest.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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This in depth article offers a great look at the future of remote work, inequities that emerge, and the
implications of hybrid work opportunities. Full of great data, charts and interesting concepts, with a lens for
long term thinking.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Summary from HBR.org: More than a year into the Covid-19 pandemic and WFH, new research from Microsoft
shows that employees and teams are becoming much more siloed. In particular, connections with people
outside our immediate teams has shrunk dramatically, leading to fewer places to connect around innovative
ideas and fewer opportunities to build social capital. Further, this trend is making employees feel lonely and
isolated. To help address this issue, leaders should focus on being proactive about connecting employees
across the organization, make space for connections outside official meetings, encourage and reward social
support, and improve the structure of meetings.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Hybrid is here to stay – at least, for now. Returning workers to the office – even for a hybrid schedule – will
require a new set of onboarding principles and intentional attention.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Attracting Talent…
Your budget, work environment and project list may have changed over the past year, but your need for top
talent certainly hasn’t. Searching for top talent amid and after a pandemic takes intention, time and a clear
understanding of what it is, exactly that you need to add to your team and what it is, exactly, that you have
to offer. SHRM breaks it down.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Summary from USChamber.com: When filling a position that requires in-demand, specialized skills, you
need to balance a candidate’s aptitude and practical skill set with their cultural fit at your company. It’s
often difficult to find the “perfect” candidate who checks both boxes, but if you focus on soft skills and a
growth mindset, you’ll likely find an excellent new hire who can do the job well. If you’re struggling to fill
a skills gap in your business, here are some tips for finding qualified employees who can learn and grow
in their roles.
READ THIS RESOURCE

…And Keeping It.
While COVID-19 has potentially increased the talent pool for some organizations (hello, remote work), it
has decreased the pool for others. Talent attraction will continue to be an important business strategy and
help reduce the cost of attrition for organizations. Here are three high-level tactics to keep your attraction
strategies current amid and after COVID-19.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Workforce & Workplace
of the Future
The New Face of Leadership & Work:
Summary from HBR.og: To succeed in the post-pandemic era, leaders need new skills and capabilities,
leaders must be proficient across a wide set of paradoxical characteristics. Leaders must be strategic
executors, balancing vision with execution. Second, they must be humble heroes, willing to make bold
decisions while being great listeners and champions of inclusivity. Third, they must be tech-savvy humanists,
adopting new technologies while understanding and caring for their people. Fourth, they must be traditioned
innovators, preserving the mission and purpose of their companies while pushing innovation to the extreme.
Fifth, they must be high-integrity politicians, willing to compromise, accrue support, and form coalitions
while doing so with the utmost integrity. Finally, they must be globally-minded localists, expanding their
reach while also looking for privileged insights into their own customers.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Leading
Business
Recovery:

Summary from McKinsey.com: This report on the future of work after COVID-19 is the first of three MGI reports
that examine aspects of the postpandemic economy. The others look at the pandemic’s long-term influence
on consumption and the potential for a broad recovery led by enhanced productivity and innovation. Here,
we assess the lasting impact of the pandemic on labor demand, the mix of occupations, and the workforce
skills required in eight countries with diverse economic and labor market models.
READ THIS RESOURCE

A Curated Resource Guide for the Rockford, IL Business Community
for Intentional & Strategic Recovery Post-COVID-19 Pandemic

While the pandemic is (hopefully) coming to an end in the somewhat-near future, the disruption to work will
be felt for years. In a changing landscape, COVID accelerated three key trends in the working world: much
greater reliance on remote work, including more virtual meetings and less travel; higher use of e-commerce
and virtual transactions (including buy online–pick-up in store, restaurant delivery, online grocery, online
education, and telemedicine); and greater adoption of automation.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Human
Impact
Turns out, at the end of the day, we’re all human… and, as such, the pandemic has impacted
us all in some way or another. The impact is in no way equal from person to person and has
demanded different levels of response for each of us. Our world has changed and so, too,
have we as humans. This section focuses on the impact that the pandemic had – and will
continue to have – on the people side of things. The Human Impact.

Mental Health
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Long after the physical impacts of the pandemic are under control or have subsided, the mental health
impacts will still be felt by many. Mental health was an important, under-resourced and stigmatized issue in
our society well before the pandemic, but now, many more people will be impacted by mental health issues.
The following resources focus on the mental health side of the pandemic.
This guide from the National Alliance on Mental Illinois provides a great list of resources, Q&As, and links to
support groups to assist in mental health issues amid the pandemic.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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This resource outlines potential outcomes of an increased level of stress in our lives as well as highlights
possible ways to come with stress.
READ THIS RESOURCE
The mental health of children has also been impacted by COVID-19. Parents and caregivers may find
themselves dealing with more mental health issues than they previously had experience with. This resource
outlines potential behavior changes to watch for in children/teens as well as ways to support a child struggling.
READ THIS RESOURCE

This printable book, suitable for children 6-11, was written to help children make sense of the pandemic and
provide them with a role in the fight.
READ THIS RESOURCE - BOOK
READ THIS RESOURCE - GUIDE TO CONVERSATION
This resource, a printable Toolkit, provides information for older adults on how to maintain their well-being
during the pandemic, while also supporting those around them. Link to the Toolkit is provided in the brief
article.
READ THIS RESOURCE
While designed for medical professionals, this resource offers helpful tips and strategies for managing
mental health – especially for anyone in a caregiver role.
READ THIS RESOURCE
This article outlines an overview of who has been the most impacted by the mental health side of the
pandemic.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Human
Impact
Summary from KFF.org: This brief explores mental health and substance use during, and prior to, the
COVID-19 pandemic. It focuses on populations that were particularly at risk for experiencing negative mental
health or substance abuse consequences during the pandemic, including young adults, people experiencing
job loss, parents and children, communities of color, and essential workers.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Leading
Business
Recovery:

Many people will experience some level of grief as a result of COVID-19’s aftermath. Our friends at Rosecrance
Health Network pulled together a PDF on experiencing and coping with grief during COVID-19.
READ THIS RESOURCE

Burnout

Summary from HBR.org: In our always-on world, burnout has long been a threat. But in 2020 burnout
became rampant, seemingly overnight. Within weeks millions of people lost their jobs and faced financial
and food insecurity. People working on the front lines worried for their physical safety, and those in health
care put their lives at risk every day. A third of U.S. employees started “living at work” — with the kitchen
table as their new pseudo-office. Over the year acute stress would become chronic stress. And it shows few
signs of abating.

A Curated Resource Guide for the Rockford, IL Business Community
level of burnout
is the result Recovery
of an existing Post-COVID-19
problem made exponentially
worse. Yet despite how
for Today’s
Intentional
& Strategic
Pandemic

massive the problem is, it’s never too late to fix it. Combating burnout may feel like an overwhelming and
herculean task, especially after months of emotional fatigue, but if you’re armed with the right tools, it can
be easier than you might think. And ready or not, we can’t ignore the urgency — we are in the midst of a
burnout epidemic.
READ THIS RESOURCE

How We’re Feeling
Summary from ADP: The ADP Research Institute’s People at Work 2021: A Global Workforce View provides a
starting point to understand the situation facing employees today across five dimensions of working life: worker
confidence and job security; workplace conditions; pay and performance; worker mobility; and gender and
family. Acting as a barometer of how the global workforce feels one year on from the advent of the COVID-19
pandemic, this year’s report delivers unrivaled insight into how workers and employers have coped so far and
how the workforce feels about the future. Though attitudes and behaviors are impacted by the local path of the
pandemic in different parts of the world and the policies adopted by various governments, several overarching
trends are developing. In this brief Executive Summary, we explain the five dimensions in detail.
READ THIS RESOURCE (Executive Summary)
READ THIS RESOURCE (Full Report)
Summary from The Harris Poll: This report examines loss, resilience and emergence. The pandemic is
remaking many aspects of American life that we are only now beginning to understand. From values and
beliefs to routines and relationships, change is underway across the nation. A year’s worth of data on our
society reveals new priorities in how we choose to live our lives, where we want to live and work and how we
choose to spend our time and money.
READ THIS RESOURCE

COVID Recovery Guide
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Human
Impact
Not Just Recovery, but Equitable Recovery:
Summary From McKinsey & Company: The US unemployment rate peaked at an unprecedented 14.7 percent
in April. While Americans of all backgrounds may feel the personal and economic pain, the COVID-19 crisis
disproportionately affects racial and ethnic minorities as well as part-time, lower-wage, and younger workers.
Women in the workforce have also been hit particularly hard due to growing household responsibilities. As we
track changing unemployment levels in the United States, patterns emerge across industries and regions that
begin to paint a picture of the impact of COVID-19 on the workforce. McKinsey’s COVID Response Center
has gathered some insights that explore the experiences of today’s workforce and how companies can lead
the way to greater diversity and equality in the workplace.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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2021 and beyond will likely bring a large wave of restructuring and re-organizing in organizations to reflect
not only the current workforce needs, but for many, as a result of shifting financial considerations. While
many organizations have made a serious commitment to Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) efforts, it is
important to not lose sight of or, worse, undo those efforts when restructuring or changing course.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Summary from the Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism: The Embankment Project for Inclusive Capitalism
(EPIC) was founded on a simple idea: for societies and economies to thrive, business needs to focus on the
long term. The Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism and EY brought together more than 30 global business
leaders, including asset owners, managers, and companies representing almost $30 trillion of assets under
management (AUM), to develop a standardized, material, and comparable set of metrics for the measurement
of activities that create long-term value and that affect a broad range of stakeholders including customers,
employees, suppliers, communities, and shareholders.
READ THIS RESOURCE

She-cession: The Pandemic’s Effect on Women
Summary from Deloitte: The COVID-19 pandemic has changed every aspect of our lives — including the way
we work. Women, who have traditionally taken on primary caregiving duties1, have been especially hard hit2,
with added daily responsibilities and a host of new challenges to their work/life arrangements. Our survey of
nearly 400 working women across nine countries, at a variety of career levels of seniority and spanning various
industries, reveals the pandemic is affecting their daily routines, physical and mental health, and careers.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Summary from McKinsey & Company: Women in the Workplace is the largest comprehensive study of the
state of women in corporate America. This year’s report focuses on how the pandemic has affected women
at work, including the unique impact on women of different races and ethnicities, working mothers, women
in senior leadership, and women with disabilities. It also looks at the emotional impact of incidents of racial
violence in this country on employees. Finally, it tracks the changes we’ve seen in women’s representation
over the past six years and assesses how Covid-19 could disrupt those trends going forward.
READ THIS RESOURCE (Executive Summary)
READ THIS RESOURCE (Full Report)
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Human
Impact
Summary from Strategy&: While the pace of progress towards gender equality across the OECD remains slow,
the negative impacts of the Coronavirus pandemic are disproportionately being felt by women and threaten
to reverse the important gains that have been made in the last decade. Women’s jobs are being significantly
impacted by Covid-19 because of existing gender inequalities in society, and the disruptive impact of the
pandemic on service sectors with high levels of female employment. If no action is taken, it may not be
possible to fully repair this damage, or ‘catch up’ to the path towards gender equality that existed before the
pandemic. Our scenario analysis shows that the OECD needs progress to be twice as fast as its historical rate
if it is to completely recover by 2030.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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Summary from YWCA: COVID-19 is a public health and economic crisis, and women are bearing the brunt
of the resulting economic devastation. Americans are living through the country’s first “shecession”. Over
the last 50 years, women and mothers have become an inextricable part of the American labor force. Social
and economic policies, however, have not kept pace with the advancement of women. And women of color
are shouldering the heaviest burden of the nation’s systemic failures and inequities. Women in America have
endured a decades-long childcare and workforce support crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic has simply brought
the role of women in the US workforce into stark relief.
READ THIS RESOURCE

A Curated Resource Guide for the Rockford, IL Business Community
for Intentional & Strategic Recovery Post-COVID-19 Pandemic
The Young and the Lonely

While the pandemic offered unique challenges for everyone, those between the ages of 18-44 were most
likely to be negatively impacted in terms of mental health. For those who were in the end stages of their
education or the beginning stages of their career, the sudden shifts in education and the workplace could
prove to have long lasting effects – including increased risk for anxiety and depression.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Returning to the office will require a new way of doing things – and for some, it may require a new set of inoffice perks. Millennials are looking for ways to make their lives easier =- and safer - at the office and looking
to intertwine work and life a bit more freely.
READ THIS RESOURCE
Summary from Deloitte: The Deloitte Global Millennial Survey 2020 explores the views of more than 27.5K
millennials and Gen Zs, both before and after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, to understand their
perspectives on business, government, climate, and the pandemic, among other issues. The survey reveals
that despite the individual challenges and personal sources of anxiety that millennials and Gen Zs are facing,
they have remained focused on larger societal issues, both before and after the onset of the pandemic. If
anything, the pandemic has reinforced their desire to help drive positive change in their communities and
around the world. And they continue to push for a world in which businesses and governments mirror that
same commitment to society, putting people ahead of profits and prioritizing environmental sustainability.
READ THIS RESOURCE
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The Rockford Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to the well-being
and success of our members and the business community at large. Our
membership represents over 60,000 employees from across the region and
country. Learn more about the Rockford Chamber and our mission to Lead
Business Growth at rockfordchamber.com.
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